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Objectives Results 

Methods 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The determination of the patient specific CDL prior to CI surgery is important for optimal implantation outcomes. If 

measurements cannot be performed, the derived estimation approach is a feasible alternative with improved accuracy 

compared to approaches previously proposed in the literature. Due to the simplicity of the proposed method it may actually be 

possible to include the corresponding length estimation into the clinical routine. 

Figure 2: Distribution of ,,A“ and ,,B“ values measured in the 

clinical data of 340 patients 

Figure 3: Image of the cochlea with the scheme of our proposed 

method using both basal diameter ,,A“ and ,,B“ 

Figure 5: (left) relative contribution of the cochlear quadrants to the overall CDL according to 

Erixon et al. (2009); (right) Conversion of these percentage values into ones describing the 

length of the cochlea quadrants as percentage BTL (in grey). Adding these values yields the 

desired factors which describe the cochlear length up to the respective quadrants (in black) 

Figure 1:  Image of the cochlea showing the basal 

diameters ,,A“ and ,,B“ as well as the cochlear lateral wall    

Figure 6: Comparison of measured and estimated 

CDL Values using the Escude‘s method   

Figure 7: Comparison of measured and estimated CDL 

Values using our novel approach 

The basal diameters A and B as well as the length of the 

lateral wall were measured in 20 micro-CTs (Lexow et al. 

2016) to evaluate both Escude’s formula and our novel 

approach: 

 

•Escude’s estimations agree fairly well with the lateral 

wall measurements but tend to underestimate the actual 

length of the cochlea. The underestimation increases 

with the number of turns (see Fig. 6). 

 

•The novel approach shows an noticeable improvement 

in length estimation accuracy with deviation staying 

below 1 mm  over the entire range of cochlear turns (see 

Fig, 7 and 8). 
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Figure 4: The cochlea divided into quadrants 

according to Erixon et al.  (2009) 

Figure 8: Estimation errors of the ECA and Escude (mean 

+/- standard deviation) 
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